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I am pleased to introduce the 2017-2021  
CANI Strategic Plan.  
 
This Strategy will shape CANI’s  direction  
for the next four years and will produce  
countless opportunities to see paddlesport 
grow and flourish in Northern Ireland. 
 
Extensive consultation with clubs,  
volunteers, commercial providers and  
other outside agencies has been valuable 
in guiding the CANI staff and Board  
towards producing a Strategy that will 
meet the needs of our members and  
promote the enjoyment and development 
of canoeing, as well as highlighting the  
challenges to be met. I hope that this  
consultation process and communication 
will continue as we mould and promote 
the face of canoeing in Northern Ireland.  
 
The Strategy targets have been  
developed to enrich the experiences of 
our current members, grow participation,  
attracting a new audience which will 
strengthen clubs, ensure that athletes in 
the performance disciplines are supported 
and that a widening community is  
developed to make ‘canoeing for all’ an  
achievable goal. Equality is a key factor 
and we are striving to be an organisation 
that plans and practises to make  
opportunities for all to benefit and  
participate. 

 

INTRODUCTION
Liz McCreery  
CANI Chairperson

We recognise and place high value on the 
roles that volunteers will carry out as part 
of bringing this strategy to fruition.   
 
CANI are looking forward to highlighting 
and celebrating this contribution through 
awards, training and communication  
to our members and wider  
audience. 

We have had significant funding and skills 
support from Sport NI and we look  
forward to a continuing relationship as 
we share their vision of making Northern 
Ireland a place where everyone can  
enjoy, engage and excel in paddlesports. 
 
Resource allocation is always a challenge 
and never more so with the high  
standards and targets we are setting in this 
document. We are now intending to  
widen our funding and resources circle 
and look forward to building new 
 relationships with other sports, businesses 
and organisations who are keen to share 
our vision. 
 
The Board are entering a new phase as a 
Limited Company, with charitable status. 
Good governance and resource  
management are high priority and we will 
support and monitor the Strategy closely. 
Our commitment to working to benefit 
the membership and promote CANI as a 
respected organisation includes building 
relationships with other governing bodies, 
primarily British Canoeing and Canoeing 
Ireland.  

The staff team, committees and  
volunteers of CANI will be stepping up to  
implement the Strategy, working closely 
with clubs, athletes, coaches and 
providers, with drive and commitment to 
achieve our targets. There is a challenge 
ahead and I wholeheartedly commend 
the work  that they do. I hope that all our 
members and stakeholders will join us on 
the next four  year journey to achieve  

“Canoeing for All”  
in Northern Ireland. 
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This strategy has been developed through 
consultation with committees, clubs, 
members and officers and sets the  
direction for the development of canoeing 
in Northern Ireland. It shows  how change 
will take place as we focus on  
development across all key areas of  
canoeing. This is evident in the vision and 

the title “Canoeing For All”.  
 
Canoeing is a diverse sport which  
provides opportunities for people of all 
ages and abilities to enjoy paddlesports 
within their choice of craft and  
environment. 

The strategy aims to increase the  
opportunities available to those new to 
and already in the sport. To sustain  
canoeing in our beautiful environment we 
need to work to maintain our access to 
it,  and to develop new places to paddle in 
natural and man-made facilities. 
 
We recognise that support is required for 
volunteers, clubs and providers to ensure 
they have the ability to grow the sport and 
toenable and inspire life-long participation.

 
 

Ashley Hunter 
CANI MANAGER

Canoeing is a growing sport and it is  
important that we raise its profile by 
promoting all its aspects. We will also be 
engaging with agencies and politicians 
to gain support for the development of 
canoeing. Following on from the previous 
strategy we will continue to support the 
development of athletes towards their 
goals of success at major championships. 

The strategy is ambitious and will bring  
challenges for CANI over the following 
four years, but it will also create great  
opportunities. Perhaps the biggest  
challenge, at a time of uncertain public 
funding, will be the need to become more 
self-sustaining. CANI will need to  
operate as a membership charity with  
commercial activity to support the core  
purpose. We are confident this strategy 
lays out plans for growth across all aspects 
of canoeing and I look forward to working 
closely with our members, clubs,  
providers and stakeholders during this  
period to develop canoeing across  
Northern Ireland.
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On behalf of British Canoeing I am 
pleased to endorse this strategy for The 
Canoe Association of Northern Ireland. 
It’s realistically ambitious, presents a very 
clear vision for the future and an equally 
clear route map for getting there.

Canoeing for All puts the paddler at its 
heart and recognises that the 
motivations and interests of 
individual paddlers are very diff erent. 
It’s an exciting new strategy, developed 
through consultation. 

Its delivery will require change and 
innovation over the next four years. 
Its success will depend on good 
leadership and the extent to which all 
parts of CANI play their part in delivery, 
including but not limited to the coaches, 
clubs and centres, national committees, 
staff  and board. Partnerships within 
Northern Ireland and further afi eld will 
also be key.

.

FOREWORD
David Joy
British Canoeing CEO

British Canoeing has launched its 
Strategy: Stronger Together 
2017 - 2021. There are great synergies 
between the two and we look forward to 
sharing innovations in areas such as 
participation, retention and club support 
and providing more direct support in areas 
of UK signifi cance such as competition, 
coaching and performance.

“These are good times for 
canoeing in Northern 
Ireland. We now have an 
opportunity to build an 
even brighter future.”

David Joy

CEO, British Canoeing

even brighter future.”
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STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT

CANI is the governing body for canoeing in Northern Ireland and has 
strategic alignment with the following organisations:

British Canoeing

CANI, Scottish Canoe Association, Canoe Wales and British 
Canoeing, form the federation known as British Canoeing. 
CANI is responsible for the development of canoeing in 
Northern Ireland. This strategy aligns with that of British 
Canoeing: Stronger Together 2017 - 2021.

Canoeing Ireland

CANI works closely with Canoeing Ireland when athletes 
choose to represent Ireland at European, World or Olympic 
events and on other projects that involve Northern and 
Southern Ireland involvement.

Sport Northern Ireland

CANI is recognised by Sport Northern Ireland as the body 
responsible for the governance and development of
canoeing in Northern Ireland. This strategy aligns with the 
Sport Northern Ireland Corporate Plan 2015 - 2020. 
CANI will work closely with Sport Northern Ireland and 
contribute to its vision for Northern Ireland to be renowned 
as a place where people can enjoy, engage and excel in 
sport.

Department of Communities

This strategy will contribute towards the department’s Sport 
Matters Strategy and share the ethos of its vision “A culture 
of life long learning and enjoyment in sport”. 
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The Canoe Association of Northern Ireland, 
Scottish Canoe Association, Canoe Wales 
and the English branch of British Canoeing 
share a vision for canoeing across the UK;

The Canoe Association of 
Northern Ireland, Scottish 
Canoe Association, Canoe 

Wales and British Canoeing 
share a vision for canoeing 

across the UK;
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Inspire people to pursue 
a passion for paddling; 
for health, enjoyment, 
friendship, challenge 

and achievement.

VISION
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VALUES

CANI is committed to being the voice for canoeing within Northern Ireland 
and to providing a high quality service to its members.
 
The CANI board and the staff  team will keep the following values at the core 
of all CANI activities.

•	 Challenge 
 constructively &   
 rigorously 

•	 Listen sensitively 

•	 Earn and retain   
 trust

•	 Aim to achieve   
 high standards
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•	 Earn and retain   
 trust

•	 Aim to achieve   
high standards
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•	 Show Commitment

•	 Uphold ethical   
 standards

•	 Be equitable

•	 Be supportive
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The measure of success in 2021 will be largely based on the 
achievement of the strategic targets (contained in this document) but 
success will also be measured against the following areas;

STRATEGIC AIMS

1. Canoeing will be more 
 accessible for people of all;   
 ages, abilities and gender.

2. Clubs will have greater 
 capacity to grow the sport.

3. Some clubs will have 
 permanent facilities within   
 population hubs.

4. There will be greater 
 awareness of CANI and 
 canoeing across NI.

5. Eff ective governance will be 
 in place across all aspects of 
 canoeing.

6. A programme of leadership   
 and people development will  
 be in place.

7. CANI will be fi nancially 
 stable, will have additional   
 funding streams and is   
 building its reserves.

8. There will be strong 
 partnerships in place across   
 all aspects of the 
 organisation.

9. There will be a high quality   
 member service. 

10. Greater connection between  
 CANI, its clubs and members  
 will be evident.

11. Major events will have been   
 hosted in Northern Ireland.

12. There will be greater 
 access to places to 
 paddle.
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SUPPORT & RETAIN

•	 Volunteers
•	 Officials 
•	 Coaches
•	 Clubs

STRENGTHEN 

• Closer connection between   
 CANI, its clubs and members.
• High membership satisfaction  
 rating by 85% of members.
• Host a major event in NI by 2021.
• Work closely with providers of  
 canoeing across NI. Measured by  
 provider satisfaction ratings.

CLUBS

•	 Support	eight	clubs	to	achieve		 	
 club mark re-accreditation.
•	 Support	eight	clubs	to	achieve		 	
 club mark.
•	 Increase	of	two	new	clubs.

WORKFORCE 

•	 Increase	of	officials	population		 	
 from 115 to 260.
•	 Support	the	development	of	280			
 coaches.
•	 Increase	the	club	based	coach		 	
 and leader workforce from 205 to  
 305.
•	 Increase	of	the	club	based	work	 	
 force from 341 to 629. 
•	 Support	the	development	of	the		 	
 coach developer population of   
 727 to 1007. 

CANI is committed to the retention and growth of canoeing across Northern Ireland and 
will work closely with its members, clubs and providers to achieve this. Success will be 
measured against the operational plans and performance measurement tools.

STRATEGIC TARGETS OVERVIEW
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STRATEGIC TARGETS OVERVIEWSTRATEGIC TARGETS OVERVIEW

MEMBERSHIP

•	 Increase of 1000 members which  
 will include the increase of the   
 following  groups;
•	 Increase of 700 club members
•	 Increase of women and girls   
 members by 7.7%
•	 Increase of disabled members by  
 20%
•	 Increase of youth members by   
 20%

PERFORMANCE

•	 Have	two	athletes	on	the	GB	 
 slalom programme
•	 Have	three	athletes	on	the	GB		 	
 sprint programme
•	 Have	five	athletes	 
 represented GB or Ireland at  
 European or World  
 championships.
•	 Have	two	athlete	medals	at	 
 European or World 
 Championships.

GENERAL 

•	 Increase	in	members	from	people		
 living in areas of greatest need
•	 Increase	in	recreational	 
 opportunities
•	 Increase	in	participation
•	 Growth	within	new	markets
•	 Increase	of	school	based	 
 canoeing programmes

STRATEGIC TARGETS OVERVIEW
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To enable CANI to deliver the strategy it is 
important that the following are embedded into 
strategic and operational projects.

•	 Strong	governance	across	all	aspects	of	the	
 organisation.

•	 Eff	ective	leaders,	volunteers	and	coaches	within	the	
 organisation.

•	 Financial	prudence	applied	to	all	activities.

•	 Human	and	physical	resources	allocated	to	meet	the		 	
 strategy and to make the biggest diff erence.

•	 Technology	utilised	to	increase	eff	ectiveness.

•	 Outcome	focused	in	everything	we	do.

STRATEGIC REQUIREMENTS
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STRATEGIC 
RESPONSIBILITIES
This strategy is for the 
development of canoeing across 
Northern Ireland. 

The strategy will be driven by the 
CANI Board and executive but 
will involve members, volunteers, 
coaches, clubs and commercial 
providers.

The CANI Board will be 
responsible for the strategic 
direction of CANI and is 
responsible for ensuring that 
there are suffi  cient resources to 
achieve the strategic objectives.

The executive team will 
be responsible for the operational 
delivery of the strategic objectives 
and will ensure that resources are 
directed to achieving the 
objectives set out in the 
operational plans.

We expect that CANI clubs 
and providers will work 
towards this strategy and 
help us meet the challenging 
strategic goals.

The strategy will be the point of 
reference for CANI Board, 
Executive Team and Committees 
to ensure alignment and progress 
against the objectives.
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

CANI and canoeing within 
Northern Ireland is in a period of 
steady growth and over the past 
four years has benefi ted from 
active and committed volunteers 
who work tirelessly to provide 
opportunities for new and 
existing participants to enjoy 
canoeing. 

Clubs have been helped build 
eff ective structures with greater 
capacity which has led to an 
increase in membership.
There has been an increase in the 
number of providers of the CANI/
BC products which has led to 
greater numbers taking part in 
skills, leadership and coach 
courses.
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Funding has been challenging 
during this period and may 
continue to be a barrier to 
progress in some areas.
The 2013-2017 strategy 
enabled the development of 
performance structures for 
athletes.  Results across all 
disciplines can be seen in this 
area with medals and top ten 
positions at major 
championships.

OVERVIEW OF OBJECTIVES

The following objectives have 
been developed from member 
and stakeholder consultations

1. Try, Enjoy & Explore
2. Business
3. People
4. Relationships 
5. Brand
6. Places
7. Excel

16 - CANOEING FOR ALL - 2017- 2021
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE (1)
TRY, ENJOY AND EXPLORE
Canoeing is an equal opportunity sport that provides people of all ages, abilities, gender, 
race and religion the opportunity for life-long enjoyment. CANI is focused on developing 
opportunities for everyone to enjoy canoeing by working closely with our clubs and 
providers to guide and adapt to trends and demands. 

1.1 Increase Participation

By developing recreational 
opportunities and better 
support for club-based canoeing.

1.2  Foster New Markets

By constantly exploring new 
areas and creating programmes 
to develop them. For example: 
initiatives which encourage more 
women to take up the sport; 
programmes to help people with 
disabilities to get involved;
canoeing in schools and in areas 
of social need. 

Programmes which will 
encourage canoeists to explore 
their natural environment,   
improve health and fi tness and 
promote social interaction.

1.3  Mid to High-End 
 Achievement

Support for clubs and 
individuals planning expeditions 
or other challenges which may 
take paddlers out of their 
normal comfort zone and give 
them a sense of achievement.

1.4  Recreational Events

Deliver, or provide the support 
necessary to help others 
deliver, recreational events
ranging from local initiatives to 
national events which bring the 
paddling community 
together. 
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE (2)

2.4  Monitoring and 
 accountability

Ensure clear lines of responsibility 
and that monitoring and 
evaluation is in place for all 
operations.

2.5  Business Improvement

Continually assess our business 
performance and actively seek 
out new ways to improve: 
e.g. by business development 
programmes and accreditation.

2.1  Customer and Member 
 Service

Provide high quality service and 
equipment for our members.

2.2  Financial

Maintain the highest standards 
of fi nancial prudence and work 
towards long-term fi nancial  
sustainability.

2.3  Compliance

Promote and comply with legal 
requirements and develop best 
practices, procedures and  
policies

Business Excellence is critical to the success of the delivery of the strategy and CANI will 
ensure all aspects are managed and developed through a four year business excellence 
programme. This will involve the completion of several customer service and business 
excellence frameworks and the implementation of performance management tools.

BUSINESS
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE (3)
PEOPLE
CANI is governed by a voluntary board of directors who employ a small executive team 
to manage the operations of the organisation. But there are many more people involved 
who make the sport of canoeing work, including committee members, coaches and 
leaders. CANI is focused on retaining and supporting the existing workforce and on 
developing new people. CANI’s leadership and people development model will involve 
training, mentoring and apprenticeship schemes to ensure that the right people are in 
the right place  to keep the organisation eff ective in the future.

3.1  CANI volunteer and 
 executive development

Support for staff  and volunteers to 
grow and develop their skills.

3.2 Water-based workforce   
 development

CANI will provide support    
to develop coaches, trainers and 
assessors at every level.

3.3  Land-based workforce 
 development

Support will be given to 
volunteers on clubs and 
committees and performance 
squads to upgrade their skills and 
make their contribution to the 
sport as positive as possible.

3.4 Recognition and awards

New awards which recognise the 
contribution made by volunteers 
are in place and CANI is
exploring other schemes and 
awards which will bring wider 
recognition for the work done  
by our volunteers.
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CANI relies on having eff ective
partnerships to help deliver this 
strategic plan.

4.1  Eff ective Partnerships

Maintain strong, eff ective 
relationships with other canoeing 
NGB’s, local providers and NGB’s of 
other sports where appropriate.

4.2  Stakeholder Engagement

CANI will be fully engaged with the 
paddling community and 
existing stakeholders.It will also 
seek to identify new stakeholders 
with whom to form benefi cial 
partnerships. 

4.3  Government Engagement

Actively lobby NI government to 
infl uence any policies that may 
aff ect canoeing here and to 
ensure that the sport makes best 
use of opportunities that may arise.

Canoeing is a small sport which 
does not normally attract much 
media attention. CANI will focus 
on raising the profi le of the sport 
and promote canoeing within the 
following areas:

5.1  Marketing

Create a stronger brand by 
improved marketing and better use 
of local and national media. 

5.2 Communications

Improve internal and external 
communications and develop 
initiatives to increase the profi le of 
CANI and canoeing in general.

5.3  Promotions

Active promotion of CANI, its clubs, 
members and approved providers.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE
(5) BRAND(4) RELATIONSHIPS
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE (6)
PLACES

6.1  Facilities

Lead and support the 
development of facilities such as 
canoe trails and bothies,  
performance facilities and others of 
national importance.

6.2 Access

Promote agreed access points and 
work with local users and land 
owners to secure new  ones.

6.3 Guidance and advice

Provide technical advice on the 
development of canoeing facilities.

6.4 Environmental

Promote responsible use of the 
natural environment and work with 
other agencies to promote 
environmental awareness and good 
practice.

Access to the natural and built environment is vital for all forms of 
canoeing. CANI will work with land owners, funders and stakeholders 
to maintain existing access and create new arrangements and 
facilities. 
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CANI works closely with the
talent and high performance 
departments of British 
Canoeing and Canoeing Ireland 
for the development of athletes. 
CANI’s aim is to help our athletes 
achieve  success at the highest 
level.

CANI’s performance vision is to 
develop and sustain a talent
programme which fi nds, 
nurtures and delivers an 
oversupply of athletes to the 
British Canoeing World Class 
Programmes with the 
characteristics required for

international success, within an 
environment committed to the 
pursuit of excellence and to 
supporting  every athlete to be 
the best they can be. 
Programmes and support will be 
put in place to prepare athletes 
with the skills and attributes 
necessary to transition into the 
Podium Potential Programme, 
which will lead to two Northern 
Irish athletes being on the British 
Canoeing Slalom Programme by 
2020 and three Northern Irish 
athletes being on the British  
Canoeing Sprint Programme by 
2020.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE (7)
EXCEL
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7.1 Talent recruitment and 
 programmes

CANI will focus on Talent 
Identifi cation; helping clubs 
deliver performance 
development programmes and 
creating opportunities for 
athletes to transfer from other 
sports. 

The organisation will manage a
Talent ID development 
programme, as identifi ed in the 
CANI performance pathway and 
also  provide support for 
de-selection.

7.2  Talent Development

Our focus will be on 
programmes to help our 
athletes prepare for 
international representation 
and equip them to compete 
for selection to GB or Ireland 
at Junior/U23 level.

7.3 Performance

Support our athletes through to 
selection for British or Irish 
Olympic/Paralympic teams and 
to work with the Sports Institute 
Northern Ireland and the Irish 
Institute of Sport to ensure they 
get the athlete services they 
need. 

7.4 Athlete Life Cycle

Provide support for retiring 
athletes, enable them to 
develop as performance 
coaches and as ambassadors for 
canoeing in NI.

7.5 Performance Events 

Deliver/support the delivery of 
local, national and international  
performance canoeing events in 
NI.
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offi  ce@cani.org.uk
cani.org.uk


